
Connected equipment offer numerous advantages, in-

cluding optimized operations, reduced costs, simplified 

recipe management, eliminated downtime, automatic 

updates, and predictive maintenance. 

Meet SmartConnect, the cloud-based dashboard for 

remote fleet monitoring.

Optimizing Operations and Efficiency  

SmartConnect empowers your business to streamline your 

operations and enhance efficiency. Remote monitoring and 

control capabilities ensure consistent cooking temperatures 

and precise cooking times, reducing errors and improving 

overall operational efficiency. This leads to uniform food 

quality across multiple locations.

Reducing Service Costs

SmartConnect minimizes service costs through remote 

monitoring and diagnostics. Early issue detection reduces ex-

pensive on-site service calls, while predictive maintenance 

prevents breakdowns. This proactive approach minimizes 

downtime and optimizes maintenance efforts, significantly 

lowering service costs. 

Eliminating Downtime and Enhancing Reliability 

Through continuous monitoring and predictive maintenance 

algorithms detect and address potential issues early, ensur-

ing the reliability and uninterrupted operation of the 

equipment ensuring customer satisfaction and prevents lost 

sales.

Simplified Recipe Management 

SmartConnect simplify recipe management by providing a 

centralized database. You can easily upload and update 

recipes, ensuring consistency and accuracy across multiple 

rotisseries. This simplifies the introduction of new menu 

items, limited-time offers, or seasonal dishes and ensures 

menu consistency across various locations.

Automatic Software Updates 

Connected equipment automatically receives software 

updates, providing latest features, security patches, and 

performanceenhancements effortlessly. This future-proofs 

businesses, enablingadaptation to industry trends without 

costly upgrades.

 

SmartConnect
The power of connected 
equipment



Access your personal dashboard to monitor and manage the status of your equipment fleet, upload recipes and analyze oper-

ational data. Access levels can be managed. You can even allow selected service partners to consult the service dashboard and 

perform online diagnosis. The SmartConnect platform meets the highest security standards and utilizes the MQTT protocol. 

Connection is established using a secured Wi-Fi connection. The latest TLS/SLL encryption is used for data transfer.

SmartConnect is available for all Wi-Fi equipped TDR and LDR auto-clean rotisseries and the GO Combi ovens
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Access Levels & Security


